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Abstract
Measurement processes can be separated into an entangling interaction between the system and a
meter and a subsequent readout of themeter state that does not involve any further interactions with
the system. In the interval between these two stages, the system and themeter are in an entangled state
that encodes all possible effects of the readout in the formof non-local quantum correlations between
the system and themeter. Here, we show that the entanglement generated in the system–meter
interaction expresses a fundamental relation between the amount of decoherence and the conditional
probabilities that describe the resolution of themeasurement. Specifically, the entanglement
generated by themeasurement interaction correlates both the target observable and the back-action
effects on the systemwith sets of non-commuting physical properties in themeter. The choice of
readout in themeter determines the trade-off between irreversible decoherence andmeasurement
information by steering the system into a corresponding set of conditional output states. TheHilbert
space algebra of entanglement ensures that the irreversible part of the decoherence is exactly equal to
theHellinger distance describing the resolution achieved in themeasurement.We can thus
demonstrate that the trade-off betweenmeasurement resolution and back-action is a fundamental
property of the entanglement generated inmeasurement interactions.

1. Introduction

One of the fundamental conceptual problems in quantummechanics is the role ofmeasurements in the
definition of physical reality. Originally, it was simply assumed that themeasurement process could be described
by classical arguments, so that theHilbert space formalism can be justified in terms of established assumptions
about physical objects in space and time. This historical line of argument is particularly obvious inHeisenberg’s
initial discussion of the uncertainty principle, which avoids a detailed discussion of the system–meter interaction
and focuses only on theHilbert space of the system [1]. Although it was soon recognized that a consistent
formulation of the theory requires a complete quantummechanical description of themeasurement process, the
flaws ofHeisenberg’s semiclassical approach to quantummeasurements were not really addressed until
quantumoptics provided the experimentalmeans of realizing a fully quantummechanical which-path
measurement inside an interferometric set up, resulting in a rather heated controversy over the relation between
uncertainty and complementarity [2–7]. Awidespread impression at the timewas that textbook definitions of
measurement uncertainties were inadequate. This impressionwas strengthened by the state-dependent analysis
ofmeasurement uncertainties introduced byOzawa [8], resulting in yet another round of criticisms and
controversy [9–14]. At the same time,measurement theories attained new relevance in the context of quantum
information, where the focus shifted fromuncertainties towards quantum state discrimination [15–19]. As a
result of all of these developments, there is now an abundance ofmethods and approaches to quantum
measurement that hasmade it evenmore difficult tofind any common ground on fundamental questions
regarding the role and the significance of themeasurement process in quantum theory. This confusion is all the
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more regrettable since it is becoming increasingly clear that joint and sequentialmeasurements are an important
tool in the study of non-classical correlations [20–25], indicating that a better understanding of the
measurement processmight shed some light on the essential resources used in quantum information
technologies. It would therefore be good to trace the problemback to its origin and askwhyHeisenberg’s
semiclassical approach tomeasurement uncertainties failed. In fact, the answer to this questionwas already
implied in the earliest paper on complementarity in quantummeasurements [2].The reasonwhy a semiclassical
approach to quantummeasurementsmust fail is that idealmeasurements require an entangling system–meter
interaction as afirst step in a two step process, invalidating any attempt to describe themeter as part of a
macroscopic and hence classical environment.We therefore believe that the key to a proper understanding of
quantummeasurements is a clear and unambiguous separation between this first step and the subsequent
second step described by the readout process. This separation allows us to identify the statistical limits of
quantummeasurements with the non-classical statistical limits of the entanglement generated in thefirst step of
themeasurement process, where the second step describes how the non-classical correlations generated by the
entangling interaction condition the output state of the system.

In the present paper, we formulate a general description for quantummeasurements of a specific target
observable Â performed on an arbitrary input state of the system.We point out that the entangling interaction
itself disturbs the state of the systemby converting local quantum coherences of the system into non-local
correlations between the system and themeter. Importantly, correlations between the target observable and the
meter system coexist with complementary correlations between the disturbance of coherences in the system and
a correspondingmeter observable. Instead of deciding the resolution-disturbance trade-off, the overall
disturbance of coherence caused by the entangling interactionmerely defines an upper limit for the resolution
that could be achievedwhen themeter is read out. An analysis of the entanglement shows that there is a precise
mathematical relation between the ability to distinguish eigenstates of Â and the decoherence between these
eigenstates when the resolution is quantified in terms of theHellinger distance between the conditional
probabilities of themeasurement outcomes. TheHellinger distance therefore provides a naturalmeasure of
resolution for quantummeasurements of an observable Â. However, the entangling interaction only determines
the upper limit of theHellinger distance between the conditional probability distributions. The actual resolution
is determined by the readout strategy, which selects a specific balance between themeter properties correlated
with the eigenstates of Â and themeter properties correlatedwith the coherent phase changes in the system that
describe the disturbance effects of themeasurement. Essentially, the entanglement generated in the
measurement interactionmakes it possible to steer the quantummeasurement between amaximal resolution
achievedwhen no information about the phase changes is obtained and the disturbance is completely
irreversible and a possible erasure of allmeasurement information that recovers the full coherence of the input
state,making the disturbance completely reversible [26]. The fundamental properties of the entanglement thus
fully determine the trade-off betweenmeasurement resolution and irreversible disturbance in the readout step
of themeasurement process.

Our analysis shows that the problemofmeasurement uncertainty is fundamentally the same as the problem
of quantum steering using entangled states. The disturbance of the initial system state is a necessary
characteristic of entanglement generation in a fully reversible unitary interaction between the system and the
meter. The theory presented in this paper shows how the information transfer described by the system–meter
interaction can be characterizedwith aminimumof assumptions about the properties of themeter system itself.
It is then possible to clearly distinguish between the role of the entangling interaction and the different readout
strategies realized in themeter systemonly.We can thus show that, as a result of the presence of entanglement,
the actual selection of the post-measurement quantum state is completely independent of the physics of the
system. From these observations, we conclude that the role of entanglement in quantummeasurement is the
decoupling of the selection of output states from the physics of the system, indicating that there is no context-
independent description of the emergence of specific output states in quantummeasurements.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce a compact formulation for the
minimal physical interaction between the system and themeter required in ameasurement of a specific
observable Â. It is shown that the quantummechanical part of themeasurement represented by the
measurement interaction can be characterized completely by a set of conditional states f ñ{∣ ( ) }a M . In section 3,
we discuss the concept ofmeasurement resolution and show that it can be described by theHellinger distance
between conditional probabilities for different eigenstates of Â. The upper bound for theHellinger distances
between a1 and a2 is determined by the quantum state overlap of the conditional states f ñ∣ ( )a1 and f ñ∣ ( )a2 . In
section 4, we analyze the decoherence caused by the entangling interaction and show that the relative reduction
of the off-diagonal elements of the densitymatrix is equal to the upper limit of the resolution defined by the
Hellinger distance. In section 5, we consider the resolution and the conditional output states associatedwith a
specific readout strategy and show that the irreversible part of the decoherence is precisely equal to the resolution
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formaximally coherent interactions and readouts. In section 6, it is shown that the selection of a readout strategy
steers the conditional output state of the systembetween high resolution and high coherence in such away that
the presence of entanglement can be verified by the violation of a steering inequality. In section 7, we consider
possible criteria for the construction of optimalmeasurement interactions. It is shown that a resolution at the
limit set by the total decoherence can be obtained if and only if there exists a representation of the conditional
states f ñ{∣ ( ) }a M with real and positive inner products. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2.Measurement interactions for a specific target observable

In the original formulation of quantum theory, it is assumed that the eigenstates ñ∣a of an operator observable Â

represent the differentmeasurement outcomes obtained in a precisemeasurement of Â. On closer inspection,
this assumption is justified because allmeasurements require some formof interaction to produce an observable
effect of the property Â of the systemon the apparatus used as ameter. In the following, we consider an
interaction between the system S and themeterM that is ideally suited for ameasurement of the observable Â.
The essential property of such an interaction is that it should not perturb the eigenstates of the property Â in the
system.We can then represent the initial system–meter interaction by a unitary transformation ÛSM , where the
requirement that the eigenstates ñ∣a are unperturbed results in the definition of conditional unitaries

ñ = ñ Äˆ ∣ ∣ ˆ ( ) ( )U a a U a . 1SM S S M

Equation (1) shows that it is possible to completely characterize themeasurement interaction in terms of the
conditional unitaries ˆ ( )U aM operating on themeter system. In addition, we know that themeter will be
initialized in a specific state F ñ∣ M0 before eachmeasurement. Sincewe are not interested in the details of the
meter, we can summarize the initial state and the effects of the conditional unitaries to obtain the effect of the
interaction in terms of the output state components

fñ F ñ = ñ ñˆ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )U a a a , 2SM S R S0

where the conditionalmeter states f ñ∣ ( )a are found by applying the conditional unitaries ˆ ( )U aM to the initial
meter state F ñ∣ M0 .

By describing the initialmeasurement interaction in terms of a set of conditionalmeter states f ñ∣ ( )a M , we
can capture the essential process of information transfer from the system to themeter in itsmost compact
quantummechanical form.However, the objective description of a quantummeasurement is not complete
until the information extracted from the system is converted into an irreversibly recorded output signal. The
merit of our analysis is that we can describe the actual physical interaction between the system and themeter in
maximally coherent quantummechanical terms, so that the readout stage of themeasurement can be confined
to themeter. Figure 1 illustrates this decomposition of themeasurement process into interaction and readout. In
general, the readout stage can be represented by ameasurement basis ñ∣m M in theHilbert space of themeter,
where the probabilities for ameasurement result ofm conditioned by the state f ñ∣ ( )a M are given by

f= á ñ( ∣ ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣P m a m a 2. It is therefore possible to discuss the effects of different readout strategies in terms of the
Hilbert space geometry defined by the conditional states f ñ∣ ( )a M of themeter system that originated from the
interaction stage of themeasurement process. In the following, wewill take a closer look at the relation between

Figure 1. Schematic representation of a quantummeasurement as a sequence of entangling system–meter interaction (stage I) and
meter readout (stage II). The interaction ÛSM determines the quantum correlations between the system and themeter thatmake
system information available at the readout state while simultaneously changing the quantum coherence of the input state.
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themeasurement information obtained in the readout and theHilbert space geometry of the conditionalmeter
states associatedwith different eigenstates of the target observable Â.

3.Measurement resolution

Modernmeasurement theorymakes it difficult to decide on a proper definition of resolution. In general,
information theoretic approaches tend to focus on quantum state discrimination [1, 8], while uncertainty based
approaches focus on quantitative fluctuations of the operator observable [15]. For our purposes, it is necessary to
select a detailed characterization of the relation between the input statistics y= á ñ( ) ∣ ∣ ∣P a a 2 in the system and
the output statistics P(m) in themeter.We therefore define the resolution as a function of the conditional
probability distributions ( ∣ )P m a , similar to the approach proposed by Buscemi et al as an information theoretic
approach to noise and disturbance in [17]. However, wewill try to retain amore detailedmicroscopic
description by defining the resolution as the ability to distinguish between a specific pair of eigenstates in the
input. The resolutionwill then be a symmetricmatrix of the eigenstates ñ∣a given by its elementsR(a1, a2). As
pointed out above, the conditional probabilities that need to be resolved are given by

f= á ñ( ∣ ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ( )P m a m a . 32

Thismeans that the resolutionR(a1, a2)must be ameasure of the statistical distance between the two conditional
probability distributions ( ∣ )P m a1 and ( ∣ )P m a2 . Sincewe are interested in ameasure that connects well with
quantummechanical features ofHilbert space inner products, we choose the squaredHellinger distance, defined
as

å= -( ) ( ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ) ( )R a a P m a P m a,
1

2
. 4

m
1 2 1 2

2

Although theHellinger distance is a classical statistical distance, its use of the square roots of probabilities invites
a comparisonwithHilbert space vectors and their inner products. Specifically, the inner product of the vectors

( ∣ )P m a1 and ( ∣ )P m a2 is known as the Bhattacharyya coefficient and corresponds to a real valued version of
theHilbert space inner product. In the present case, the Bhattacharyya coefficient is related to the conditional
meter states by

å å f f= á ñá ñ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( ) ∣ ( )P m a P m a a m m a . 5
m m

1 2 1 2

The only difference between the right-hand side of this equation and the inner product is the use of absolute
values before the summation overm. Since any variation of phases in the sum can only diminish the total result,
the inner product of the conditionalmeter states is a lower bound of the Bhattacharyya coefficient for all possible
readoutmeasurements ñ{∣ }m

å f fá ñ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ∣ ( )P m a P m a a a . 6
m

1 2 1 2

For the squaredHellinger distance, it follows that

 f f- á ñ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ∣ ( )R a a a a, 1 . 71 2 1 2

The squaredHellinger distance therefore relates the resolution between a1 and a2 to the absolute value of the
quantum state overlap between the conditionalmeter states f ñ∣ ( )a1 and f ñ∣ ( )a2 . In thismanner, it is possible to
trace themeasurement resolution back to the initial interaction. If the interactionwasweak, the conditional
states are still nearly equal and have inner products close to one.High resolution requires an interaction that
results in lower values of the inner products.

Strictly speaking, themeasurement resolutionR(a1, a2) is determined by comparing themeasurement
statistics for the input eigenstates ñ∣a1 and ñ∣a2 . However, the samemeasurement process can also be applied to
arbitrary superpositions of the eigenstates ñ∣a . In that case, themeasurement interaction results in an entangled
state of the system and themeter, with non-classical correlations that are described entirely in terms of the
conditional quantum state components f ñ∣ ( )a . Aswe shall show in the following, this generation of
entanglement by themeasurement interaction represents the physics of disturbance in a quantum
measurement.

4. Entanglement and disturbance

The original formulation ofmeasurement uncertainties put forward byHeisenberg in [1]was based on a
semiclassicalmodel of the interaction and neglected the role of entanglement in any fully quantummechanical
description of the interaction. This is the reasonwhy it has been rather difficult to formalize the concept of
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disturbance in quantummeasurements in a commonly acceptedmanner [27]. Here, wewill propose amore
direct characterization of disturbance in terms of the actual changes of the quantum state described by the
entangling interaction given in equation (2) above. Since the eigenstates of the target observable Â are also
eigenstates of the unitary interaction ÛSM , the disturbance caused by the interaction dynamicsmust necessarily
appear in the coherences between different eigenstates of Â.We therefore need to consider the effect of the
unitary interaction ÛSM on an arbitrary superposition yñ∣ of the eigenstates ñ∣a

åy y fñ F ñ = á ñ ñ ñˆ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( ) ( )U a a a . 8SM S R
a

S R0

It should be obvious that the output state describes entanglement between the system and themeter.
Importantly, this entanglement is an unavoidable consequence of the application of ameasurement interaction
to a superposition of target observable eigenstates. In this sense, entanglement generation is amore fundamental
feature of quantummeasurements than disturbance. Indeed, the disturbance of the initial state ismerely a
necessary byproduct of entanglement generation. If we trace out themeter system, the output state of the system
is described by a density operator r̂ ( )outS , where the densitymatrix elements are related to their input values by

r f f y yá ñ = á ñá ñá ñ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( )∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )a a a a a aout . 9S1 2 2 1 1 2

The unconditional disturbance of the system state by the entanglingmeasurement interaction therefore consists
of a reduction of phase coherences by a factor given by the inner product of the conditionalmeter states
associatedwith the quantum state components ñ∣a1 and ñ∣a2 . Independent of the input state, we can quantify the
decoherence caused by themeasurement interaction in the systemusing the ratio of the coherences of the input
density operator r y y= ñáˆ ( ) ∣ ∣inS and the output density operator r̂ ( )outS . The reduction of coherence is then
given by the decoherencematrix

r
r

= -
á ñ
á ñ

( )
∣ ˆ ( )∣
∣ ˆ ( )∣

( )D a a
a a

a a
, 1

out

in
. 10S

S
1 2

1 2

1 2

According to equation (9), the decoherence caused by themeasurement interaction is given by the inner
products of the conditionalmeter states

f f= - á ñ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ∣ ( )D a a a a, 1 . 111 2 2 1

Comparisonwith equation (7) shows that these decoherence factors are equal to the upper bound of the squared
Hellinger distance describing themaximal resolution between two eigenvalues of the target observable

( ) ( ) ( )R a a D a a, , . 121 2 1 2

This seems to be themost precise formulation of the resolution-disturbance trade-off in quantum
measurements, relating the ability to distinguish between eigenstates of Â by ameter readout to the necessary
loss of quantum coherence between these eigenstates caused by themeasurement interaction.We achieve this
higher level of precision by defining a separate resolution for each pair of eigenstates, which is naturally related to
the loss of coherence between these eigenstates. Itmight beworth noting that this approach is fundamentally
different from all of the globalmeasures for resolution and disturbance considered in the [8–18]mentioned in
the introduction. It is therefore quite possible that the detailed description of resolution and decoherence given
here is the essential key to amore fundamental understanding of the uncertainty trade-off in quantum
measurements. Specifically, the present approach avoids two problems that havemade it difficult to identify
more simple relations between resolution and disturbance. Thefirst problem is that the statistics of
measurement resolution are quite complicated and any globalmeasure obtained from averages over all possible
eigenstatesmust necessarily omitmuch of the details that characterize the actual distribution ofmeasurement
errors. The second problem is that a definition of disturbance in terms of an additional observable of the system
is a rather arbitrary choice that is not directly related to the dynamics of the actualmeasurement.Much of the
discussion surrounding the concept of disturbance in quantummeasurements seems to originate from this
problem and its consequences [27].

For pure state inputs, both themaximal achievable resolution and the associated decoherence are features of
an entangled state that describes the quantum correlations between themeter and the system generated in the
measurement interaction. This entangled state completely describes thefirst stage of themeasurement process,
as shown infigure 1. In the second stage of themeasurement process, the result will be read out in themeter
systemonly, where the entanglement generated in the first stage describes the statistical correlations between the
physical properties in the systemoutput and themeter information actually obtained in the readout. The fact
that themeter and the system are entangledmeans that there is yet another trade-off involved in the selection of
themeter readout. This trade-off corresponds to the possibility of steering the quantum coherences of the
remote systemof an entangled pair by choosing between differentmeasurement strategies in the local
system [28].
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5. Readout and irreversible decoherence

The presence of entanglement after the interaction indicates that the output state of the systemwill be
conditioned by the readoutmeasurement in themeter system. Specifically, entanglementmeans that the
‘collapse’ of thewavefunction associatedwith ameasurement does not happenwithin the system, but needs to
be described in terms of the quantum correlations established between the system and themeter. Note that this
may give the somewhatmisleading impression that the disturbance of the input state is determined in some
mysterious non-localmanner by the physics of themeter. Indeed, this confusionmaywell have been the reason
for the initial controversy overmeasurement uncertainties [2–7]. However, it is highly problematic to compare
the conditional output state with the input state, since the change of the probabilities of a between the input state
and the conditional output statemerely represent a Bayesian update associatedwith the conditional
probabilities ( ∣ )P m a [13]. To avoid the possible confusion between Bayesian updates and physical changes of
the state, it is necessary to always compare the complete statistics ofmwith the input state.

The output state r̂ ( )mcond. conditioned by a readout resultm can be given by its densitymatrix elements

r
f f

rá ñ =
á ñá ñ

á ñ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( )∣ ∣ ( )
( )

∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( )a m a
a m m a

p m
a ain , 13S1 cond. 2

2 1
1 2

where the outcome probabilities p(m) are given by the input probabilities of a

å r= á ñ( ) ( ∣ ) ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( )p m p m a a ain . 14
a

S

It is important to note that the readout does not change the outcome independent quantum statistics of the
system, as confirmed by a sumover all possible outcomesm

å r r=( ) ˆ ( ) ˆ ( ) ( )p m m out . 15
m

Scond.

The readout does not change the total disturbance caused by themeasurement interaction, but it can provide
information about the precisemagnitude of the phase changes in the off-diagonal elements of the densitymatrix
describing the system. Thismeans that the coherence does not simply disappear as the quantumphases are
randomized. Instead, each readoutm has its own phase, and the phase shifts associatedwith each readoutm can
be undone by a conditional unitary transformation performed on the system, as demonstrated in quantum
erasermeasurements [26, 29]. Due to the entanglement between the system and themeter, information about
both the target observable Â and its coherences in the system are available in themeter degrees of freedom and
no irreversiblemeasurement or decoherence has occurred until the readout process isfixed by additional
dynamics confined to themeter only. It is therefore important to distinguish between the reversible decoherence
defined by the entangling system–meter interaction and represented by the sum in equation (15), and the
irreversible decoherence defined by a specific choice of readout in themeter and represented by the conditional
densitymatrices of that readout.

To evaluate the irreversible part of the decoherenceD(a1, a2) for a specificmeasurement readout, it is
convenient to sumup the absolute values of the off-diagonal elements in the conditional densitymatrices, which
provides an appropriatemeasure of quantum coherences for statistical averages [30]. Since a local unitary
transformation could be used to restore the original input state phases, this is also theminimal decoherence that
remainswhen the readout information is used to compensate the decoherence by unitary feedback on the
system

å r

r
= -

á ñ

á ñ
( )

( )∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣
∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣

( )D a a
p m a m a

a a
, 1

in
. 16m

S
irr. 1 2

1 cond. 2

1 2

The sumof the absolute values of the off-diagonal elements can be expressed in terms of the conditional
probabilities f= á ñ( ∣ ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣P m a m a 2

å år rá ñ = á ñ( )( )∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( )p m a m a P m a P m a a ain . 17
m

S1 cond. 2 1 2 1 2

The irreversible part of the decoherence given by equation (16) is therefore exactly equal to the squaredHellinger
distance describing themeasurement resolution achieved by the present readout strategy

=( ) ( ) ( )D a a R a a, , . 18irr. 1 2 1 2

Formaximally coherentmeasurement interactions and readout, the trade-off between resolution and
irreversible disturbance of the system is therefore exact. Specifically, the entanglement generated by the
measurement interaction guarantees that a quantummechanically precise readout of themeter either provides
information about a, or about the change of coherent phases caused by the interaction. This trade-off between
measurement information and information about the disturbance of the system caused by themeasurement
interaction in the readout stage of themeasurement characterized the role of system–meter entanglement in the
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measurement process.Wewill therefore take a closer look at the actual entanglement generated in the
measurement interaction by evaluating the input state dependent entanglement using a steering inequality that
includes the state independent concepts ofmeasurement resolution and irreversible decoherence.

6.Quantum steering

Different readout strategies applied to themeter systemwill result in different conditional output states in the
system. This is direct evidence of entanglement, corresponding to the idea of quantum steering [28]. Specifically,
the presence of entanglement after the interaction between system andmeter permits the selection of different
sets ofmutually incompatible conditional states, depending on the readoutmeasurement performed in the
meter systemonly. To characterize this fundamental role of entanglement in quantummeasurements, we need
to analyze the conditional quantum statistics of different readout strategies inmore detail.

It is in fact possible to characterize the relation between the conditional output states and the input state
entirely in terms of the resolution and the irreversible decoherence of the specific readout used in stage two of the
quantummeasurement. For the resolution, we can consider the diagonal elements of the conditional output
matrices

r rá ñ = á ñ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( ∣ )
( )

∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( )a m a
p m a

p m
a ain . 19Scond.

The resolutionmatrix can be obtained from the conditional outputmatrices by averaging over the square root of
the products of two diagonal elements

å r r r rá ñá ñ = - á ñá ñ( ) ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( ( )) ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( )p m a m a a m a R a a a a a a1 , in in . 20
m

S S1 cond. 1 2 cond. 2 1 2 1 1 2 2

Likewise, the decoherencematrix can be obtained from the average coherence of the conditional density
matrices

å r rá ñ = - á ñ( )∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ( ( ))∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ( )p m a m a D a a a a1 , in . 21
m

S1 cond. 2 irr. 1 2 1 2

It is therefore possible to determine the resolution and the irreversible decoherence from the relation between
the input state and the conditional output states obtained for the differentmeasurement outcomesm. Since each
of the conditional densitymatricesmust satisfy positivity, the square root products of diagonal elements limit
the coherences to

r r rá ñ á ñá ñ∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( )a m a a m a a m a . 221 cond. 2 1 cond. 1 2 cond. 2

Since the positivity of the conditional densitymatricesmust be guaranteed for all possible input states, it is
possible to relate equation (22) to the limits on resolution and decoherence by expressing both sides in terms of
the corresponding input state expressions given by equations (20) and (21)

r r r- á ñ - á ñá ñ( ( ))∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ( ( )) ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ( )D a a a a R a a a a a a1 , in 1 , in in . 23S S Sirr. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2

In the limit ofmaximally coherent interactions and readout, equation (18) ensures that this inequality is satisfied
for all positive input states. The positivity of all conditional densitymatrices therefore depends on the validity of
equation (18), ormore generally on the necessary requirement that the upper bound of the resolutionR(a1, a2) is
given by the irreversible decoherence ( )D a a,irr. 1 2 in accordance with the general uncertainty bound of
equation (12). As equation (18) shows, this requirement is automatically satisfiedwhen every single readout
strategy is considered separately.

In the absence of system–meter entanglement, equation (23)would also restrict the relation between the
resolutions and the irreversible decoherences of different readout strategies. The role of entanglement in
controlling the values of resolution and decoherence can therefore be verified by the violation of a steering
inequality based on the possibility of readout strategies where the left hand side of the inequality for one strategy
is higher than the right-hand side of the inequality for another strategy. If the fist stage of themeasurement could
be described by a classicalmeter, the readout informationwould have to be present in themeter regardless of the
readout strategy chosen in themeter system. If we consider two readout strategies,mr andmc, a non-entangling
measurement interactionwould have to produce conditional output states r̂ ( )m m,r ccond. conditioned by both
readout results, and each of these conditional densitymatrices would have to satisfy equation (22). Each readout
strategywould therefore represent an incomplete readout, with an unnecessarily low resolution and an
unnecessarily high irreversible decoherence
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( ) ( ( ))
( ) ( ( )) ( )

R a a R a a
D a a D a a

, Max ,
, Min , . 24

1 2 1 2

irr. 1 2 irr. 1 2

In the absence of entanglement, it would be impossible to violate equation (23) by using different readout
strategies on the left hand side and on the right-hand side, since the different conditional densitymatrices
associatedwith each readout strategy could all be explained by a single set of conditional quantum states. If the
left hand side readoutmcminimizes the irreversible decoherence and the right-hand side readoutmrmaximizes
the resolution, a non-entanglingmeasurement interaction therefore requires that the relation between the
maximal resolution and theminimal irreversible decoherence is given by

( ( )) ( ( )) ( )R a a D a aMax , Min , . 251 2 irr. 1 2

Any violation of this inequality would result in a violation of equation (23) for the classically allowed case of a
joint readout ofmc andmr. However, quantummeasurements necessarily violate this inequality, because both
the resolution and the decoherence are complementary aspects of a single entangled state formed in the
interaction between the system and themeter.

It should be noted that there is no contradiction between quantum steering and local realism, since the
assumption that the conditional densitymatrices of the systemmust be positive is based on standard quantum
mechanics. Thismeans that a violation of equation (25) can be perfectly consistent with a hidden variable
description ofmeasurement errors such as the spin flipmodel used to characterize the violation of Leggett–Garg
inequalities in [21]. On the other hand, the uncertainty limit given by equation (12)must be satisfied by each
individual readout strategy in order to avoid the emergence of negative probabilities in a sequential
measurement of the observables violating Leggett–Garg inequalities. The violation of equation (25) thus shows
that the local failure of jointmeasurability described by Leggett–Garg inequalities can be converted into a failure
of local realism in the correlation between the system and themeter used for the intermediatemeasurement in
the Leggett–Garg scenario described in [21]. The possibility of steering in quantummeasurementsmay therefore
help to shed new light on the fundamental relation betweenmeasurement uncertainties and the limits of non-
classical statistics in quantum systems [20–25].

The role of entanglement in quantummeasurement can be verified experimentally by confirming that the
steering inequality given by equation (22) is violated by an appropriate combination of different readout
strategies. Specifically, the role of entanglement in quantummeasurement can be verified by demonstrating that,
for a specific pair of readout strategiesmc andmr and any pair of eigenstates ñ∣a1 and ñ∣a2

>( ) ( ) ( )R a a D a a, , . 26r c1 2 1 2

The feasibility of this experimental confirmation of entanglement is shown by equation (18), which indicates
that any combination ofmaximally coherentmeasurement interactions with different resolutions violate
equation (25). The readout dependence in the trade-off between resolution and irreversible decoherence of a
quantummeasurement thus provides direct experimentally observable evidence of the generation of
entanglement in the interaction stage.

7. Characteristics of the interaction

The entangling interaction between themeter and the system is completely characterized by the conditional
meter states f ñ∣ ( )a . Both the information transfer and the disturbance caused by themeasurement are
independent of the actual physics described by these states, and themutual inner products of the conditional
meter states are sufficient to characterize both the entanglement between the system and themeter and the
availability of information in themeter system. In this section, wewill consider the role of these inner products
with respect to the possible readout strategies.

The resolution of the possible readouts is limited by the inner products of the conditionalmeter states, since
the readout resultsmust be represented by a complete basis in theHilbert space of themeter. Therefore the inner
product can be expressed in terms of the quantum statistics of the readout

åf f f fá ñ = á ñá ñ( )∣ ( ) ( )∣ ∣ ( ) ( )a a a m m a . 27
m

2 1 2 1

As explained in section 3, themaximal resolution is obtainedwhen the inner product is equal to the
Bhattacharyya coefficient, which requires that all vector components fá ñ∣ ( )m a have the same complex phase.
Except for an arbitrary global phase, thismeans that the vector components of the conditionalmeter state f ñ∣ ( )a
need to be real and positive, so that

fá ñ =∣ ( ) ( ∣ ) ( )m a P m a . 28r r

It is easy to see that this relation can only be satisfied if all of the inner products of different conditionalmeter
states are also real and positive
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f f f fá ñ = á ñ( )∣ ( ) ∣ ( )∣ ( ) ∣ ( )a a a a . 292 1 2 1

Wecan therefore conclude that real and positive values of all of the inner products between conditionalmeter
states is a necessary condition for the achievement of a resolution at the limit given by equation (12).

In principle, there are no restrictions on themethods used to read out themeter. In particular, it is always
possible to transfer themeter state without loss into a largerHilbert space.We should therefore assume that the
meter readout is not subject to any fundamental physical restrictions. Thismeans that the readout process is
completely independent of the physics of the system and the physical realization of the interaction between the
system and themeter. As a consequence of this independence, the construction of an optimal readout basis

ñ{∣ }mr that achieves themaximal resolution of =( ) ( )R a a D a a, ,1 2 1 2 for all combinations of a1 and a2 is a purely
mathematical problem. Specifically, we need tofind a positive and real representation of the vectors f ñ∣ ( )a that is
consistent with the inner products determined by themeasurement interaction.We can think of this
mathematical relation as a factorization of the positive and symmetricmatrix given by the inner products
f fá ñ( )∣ ( )a a2 1 , as shown in equation (27). To optimize the readout, we shouldfind a non-negative realmatrix

fá ñ∣ ( )m ar that solves equation (27) for any real and symmetricmatrix f fá ñ( )∣ ( )a a2 1 . It has been shown that this
problem can always be solved if a sufficiently large number of orthogonal basis states ñ{∣ }mr is used [31, 32]. It
can therefore be proven that the positivity of the inner products of the conditionalmeter states given by
equation (29) is a sufficient condition for the existence of an optimal readout basis with =( ) ( )R a a D a a, ,1 2 1 2

for all combinations of a1 and a2.
At the opposite end of the spectrumof possibilities is a readout basis ñ{∣ }mc that provides no information on

the target observable, so that allR(a1, a2) are exactly zero and the conditional output states suffer no irreversible
decoherence ( =( )D a a, 0irr. 1 2 ). This condition is satisfiedwhen the conditional probabilities in the output do
not depend on a

= =( ∣ ) ( ∣ ) ( ) ( )P m a P m a P m . 30c c c1 2

Since the conditionalmeter states f ñ∣ ( )a are generated by different unitary transformations ˆ ( )U aM from the initial
meter state F ñ∣ M0 , the condition that the distribution f= á ñ( ∣ ) ∣ ∣ ( ) ∣P m a m ac c

2 is independent of a suggests that
the readout states ñ∣mc are eigenstates of the unitary transformation ˆ ( )U aM , so that

fá F ñ = á ñ∣ ∣ ˆ ( )∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )m U a m . 31c M c0
2

0
2

The condition for zero irreversible decoherence can therefore be satisfied for anymeasurement interaction that
conserves ameter observable described by a set of eigenstates ñ{∣ }mc .

In general, the range of possible readouts is completely determined by the inner products of the conditional
pointer states. It is relatively easy to guarantee that the readout can fully reverse the decoherence at a resolution of
Rc(a1, a2)=0. The conditions that need to be satisfied by themeasurement interaction to achieve full
reversibility of decoherence is that the interactionHamiltonian has product eigenstates ñ Ä ñ∣ ∣a mc , which

means that the interactionHamiltonian can bewritten as the product of two local operators, = Äˆ ˆ ˆH A B,
where ñ∣a ( ñ∣b ) are the eigenstates of the operator Â (B̂)with eigenvalues ofAa (Bb). For an effective interaction
time of t, the conditionalmeter states are then given by

åf ñ = - á F ñ ñ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠∣ ( ) ∣ ∣ ( )a

A B t
b bexp i . 32

b

a b
0

Ameasurement of B̂ in themeter determines the phase changes in the off-diagonalmatrix elements of the
systemdensitymatrix.We can therefore recover the complete coherence by using ñ = ñ{∣ } {∣ }m bc as the readout
basis.

It is a bitmore difficult to construct an interaction that can achieve a resolution equal to the decoherence
caused by the interaction. As shown above, the necessary and sufficient condition formaximal resolution is
given by equation (29), which puts a highly non-trivial constraint on the possible conditionalmeter states. In
general, the inner products of the conditionalmeter states are given by a complex number

åf fá ñ = -
-

á F ñ⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠( )∣ ( ) ( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )a a

A A B t
bexp i . 33

b

b
2 1

1 2
0

2

The complex phases originate from the dynamics and involve phases determined by the eigenvaluesBb of the
meter system. To achieve real and positive values in equation (33), we can separate themeter system into two
parts,P1 and P2, with = -ˆ ˆ ˆB V VP P1 2 and F ñ = F ñ Ä F ñ∣ ∣ ∣P P0 1 2 . The conditionalmeter states can then be given
by product states of the form

f f fñ = ñ Ä ñ∣ ( ) ∣ ( ) ∣ ( ) ( )a a a 34P P1 2
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and the inner products of the conditionalmeter states are given by

f f f f f fá ñ = á ñá ñ( )∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( ) ( )a a a a a a . 35P P P P1 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2

Real and positive values can be guaranteed if the two terms on the right-hand side are complex conjugates of
each other

*f f f fá ñ = á ñ( )∣ ( ) ( )∣ ( ) ( )a a a a . 36P P P P1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2

This is automatically satisfied by the opposite sign of V̂P1 and V̂P2 in B̂ if the two parts are otherwise identical. In
terms of eigenstates ñ∣v and eigenvaluesVv for V̂P1 and V̂P2





å

å

f f

f f

á ñ = -
-

á F ñ

á ñ= +
-

á F ñ

⎜ ⎟

⎜ ⎟

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

( )∣ ( ) ( ) ∣ ∣ ∣

( )∣ ( ) ( ) ∣ ∣ ∣ ( )

a a
A A V t

v

a a
A A V t

v

exp i

exp i . 37

P P
v

v
P

P P
v

v
P

1 1 1 2
2 1

1
2

2 1 2 2
2 1

2
2

We therefore find that the two inner products are complex conjugates of each other for equal distributions of
v, á F ñ = á F ñ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣ ∣v vP P1

2
2

2.
The above construction shows thatmeasurement interactions producing conditionalmeter states with real

and positive inner products are a realistic possibility, nomatter how complicated the actualmeter system gets. A
measurement interaction satisfying equation (29) generates an entanglement that can be steered between a
maximal readout resolution ofR(a1, a2)=D(a1, a2), where the limit depends only on the decoherenceD(a1, a2)
caused by themeasurement interaction, and a complete erasure of themeasurement interactionwith zero
resolution associatedwith a full restoration of the initial coherence in the conditional output states
( =( )D a a, 0irr. 1 2 ). The initial interaction thus provides the uncertainty boundaries for the readout in the formof
equal limitation for resolution and irreversible decoherence

 ( ) ( ) ( )R a a D a a0 , , 381 2 1 2

and

 ( ) ( ) ( )D a a D a a0 , , . 39irr. 1 2 1 2

Amaximal violation of the steering inequality in equation (25) is obtained by comparing themaximal recovery
of coherence at =( )D a a, 0irr. 1 2 with themaximal resolution atR(a1, a2)=D(a1,a2). In an experimental test of
the relations above, the achievable difference between these two extremesmay be useful figure ofmerit
indicating the achievement of an optimal information transfer from the system to themeter in themeasurement
interaction.

8. Conclusions

Allmeasurement processes require a quantummechanical interaction between the system and themeter,
followed by an irreversible readout of themeasurement result which only involves themeter system. The first
stage of themeasurement is reversible and can be fully quantum coherent, leaving the system and themeter in an
entangled state whenever the input state is in a superposition of the target observable. In the analysis above, we
have shown how the system–meter entanglement determines the trade-off betweenmeasurement resolution
and irreversible decoherence.We obtain tight bounds on the trade-off relations by defining themeasurement
resolution as theHellinger distance between the conditional probabilities associatedwith the eigenstates of the
target observable and the decoherence as the relative reduction of the off-diagonal elements of the densitymatrix
associatedwith the same pair of eigenstates. As shown in equation (12), the uncertainty limit of quantum
measurements can then be summarized by the straightforward requirement that the decoherence caused by a
quantummeasurementmust always be equal to or greater than the resolution achieved in themeasurement.
However, the actual resolution of a quantummeasurement is not decided by the system–meter interaction, but
depends on the specific readout strategy applied to themeter after the interaction. At the same time, the readout
can also restore some information on the coherences between the eigenstates. Equation (18) shows that, for a
fully coherent interaction, the irreversible part of the decoherence is always equal to theminimum required by
the resolution achieved in a specific readout. The irreversible readout stage of themeasurement can therefore be
characterized as a quantum steering process, bywhich the choice of a particular readout strategy steers the
systembetweenmaximal resolution of the target observable andmaximal recovery of the coherence.
Specifically, the system–meter entanglement generated in themeasurement interactionmakes it possible to
violate the steering inequality given by equation (25) using two different readout strategies, such that the
measurement resolution for one readout exceeds the irreversible part of the decoherence for the other readout.
It is therefore possible to experimentally confirm the role of entanglement in quantummeasurements by an
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experimental observation equation (26), which represent the violation of equation (25) by a specific pair of
readout strategies.

Our characterization of quantummeasurements shows that the quantummechanics of the entangling
interaction determines the fundamental limits of resolution and decoherence through the non-classical
correlations generated by the unitary dynamics of the interaction. Any optimizedmeasurement interaction
describes the full range of quantum steering, from complete recovery of the coherence tomaximal resolution of
the target observable. Thismeans that the actual uncertainty trade-off between resolution and irreversible
decoherence is decided by the readout dynamics inside themeter, which requires no physical contact with the
systemmeasured and could potentially happen after the systemhasmoved to a completely different location. It
is therefore unavoidable to consider the nature of quantumnon-locality in anymicroscopic analysis of the trade-
off betweenmeasurement resolution and disturbance.
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